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'Is someone out there using Orwell’s work as an owner’s manual?' says Neil Oliver
Share

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

“Is it just me, or does it feel like someone out there is using Orwell’s work, not as a warning, but as

an owner’s manual?” GBNews host Neil Oliver asked in a May 7, 2022 monologue. He summarized

a scene from George Orwell’s book, “Animal Farm,” in which the farm animals discover that the

pigs are taking all the apples and milk for themselves.

When their selMsh behavior is revealed, the pigs defend it saying it has been scientiMcally proven

that pigs alone require milk and apples for good health. There’s nothing self-serving about their

taking all the apples and milk for themselves. “Many of us don’t even like apples.”

Who’s Actually Following the Science?

This term, “science” has been repeatedly thrown in our faces and shoved down our throats over

the past two years, while unfairly and irrationally separating the superiors from the plebs.

“Science” has been used to strip us of medical rights and personal freedoms.

Now, “science” is touted as the justiMcation for not eating real beef and getting used to insects,

grubs and lab-grown protein alternatives instead. “Science” is also being weaponized to cajole us

into accepting rolling blackouts and energy deprivation.

“Energy giant E.On recently sent pairs of polyester socks to customers with the message,

‘Energy down. CO2 down.’ Those literally in control of the power are telling people to wear

more clothes to fend off the cold rather than have heating in their homes,” Oliver said.

‘1984’ — A Manual for Totalitarianism

In Orwell’s dystopian novel “1984,” we Mnd both a Ministry of Plenty and a Ministry of Truth. Both

names are the opposite of their true function. The Ministry of Plenty’s job is to maintain a

consistent level of poverty while publishing fabricated production numbers for items that were

never actually made, and the task of the Ministry of Truth is to memory-hole inconvenient facts

and rewrite history daily to Mt the political narrative.

In the U.S., the Biden administration has been telling us the economy is good, the GDP is strong

and inYation is transitory,  even though data clearly tell a different story. The Mrst quarter of 2022

actually had a negative growth rate,  consumer debt soared $52 billion in March,  and inYation

over the past year has been the fastest in four decades,  with no end in sight.

Biden has even insisted that borrowing (read: printing) more money will reduce prices while not

affecting the value of the dollar. To quote The Hill contributor Chris Talgo,  “That is called, to

borrow a Biden-ism, malarkey,” because “when the government prints or borrows trillions of

dollars, the value of the dollar declines, and prices rise. That is called inYation.” It’s basic

economics, but even that is being redeMned at whim.

As if that weren’t Orwellian enough, at the end of April 2022, the U.S. Department of Homeland

Security created an actual “ministry of truth,” the Disinformation Governance Board, in blatant

violation of the First Amendment (free speech).

The DHS is basically pretending as though the Constitution doesn’t exist anymore, yet no one can

recall it being formally abolished. It should still be there — the supreme law of the land. But

government is acting as though it’s been memory-holed, and no doubt hope you’ll just go along

with it. It’s nothing short of insane-making, and perhaps that’s the intention.

Government Gaslighting

It’s very reminiscent of gaslighting,  a form of emotional manipulation and abuse where the

abuser creates a false narrative and step by step makes the victim question their sanity. Rewriting

history is a key hallmark, as is refuting what is obvious fact. Silly examples might be commenting

on your “black shirt” when the shirt you’re wearing is white, or insist you arrived an hour late when

clearly, you were right on time, judging by every clock in the house.

While the victim may wonder if they’re losing their mind, it’s actually the people who do the

gaslighting who typically have a mental health disorder. They tend to be pathological liars with

strong narcissistic tendencies.

To protect yourself, psychologists recommend you get some distance from the perpetrator, save

all evidence (so you can conMrm the facts when you get unsure), and set Mrm boundaries for what

you will tolerate and what you won’t. Lastly, you need to sever the relationship — something to

keep in mind.

In his monologue, Oliver laments the poor turnout in the local elections, noting that most people

are simply worn out by the abuse. Exhausted by the lies. Fatigued beyond care by the hypocrisy.

Let this be a lesson to Americans — do not fall into apathy.

The answer is to replace the abusive leadership by voting in record-setting numbers. Get more

involved, not less. You could volunteer as a poll worker, for example. It’s true, we’re being hit with

phenomenally powerful psychological warfare, but remaining focused on the truth and refusing to

get side tracked is your best defense.

Enemies of Freedom

Aldous Huxley was a contemporary and mentor of Orwell. In the 1958 interview above, Huxley

discussed a series of essays he’d written called “Enemies of Freedom.” The series outlines

“impersonal forces” that are “pushing in the direction of progressively less freedom,” and

“technological devices” that can be used to accelerate the process by imposing ever greater

control of the population.

“ With the advent of television, Huxley foresaw
how an authoritarian leadership could become a
source of ‘a one-pointed drumming’ of a single
idea, effectively brainwashing the public. Beyond
that, he predicted the technological capability to
‘bypass the rational side of man’ and manipulate
behavior by influencing people on a subconscious
level. This is precisely what we’re faced with
today.”

Huxley pointed out that as technology becomes more complex, it becomes increasingly necessary

to form more elaborate hierarchal organizations to manage it all. Technology also allows for more

effective propaganda machines that can be managed through those same control hierarchies.

Huxley cited the success of Hitler, noting that aside from Hitler’s effective use of terror and brute

force, “he also used a very efcient form of propaganda. He had the radio, which he used to the

fullest extent, and was able to impose his will on an immense mass of people.”

With the advent of television, Huxley foresaw how an authoritarian leadership could become a

source of “a one-pointed drumming” of a single idea, effectively brainwashing the public. Beyond

that, he predicted the technological capability to “bypass the rational side of man” and manipulate

behavior by inYuencing people on a subconscious level. This is precisely what we’re faced with

today.

Google and Facebook have both been collecting data on you for nearly two decades. They have

created massive server farms that are capable of analyzing this data with deep learning and

artiMcial intelligence software to mine information and generate incredibly precise details on just

what type of propaganda and narrative is required to surreptitiously manipulate your beliefs and

behavior.

Centralization Is the Engine of Huxley’s Dystopia

Huxley argued that to create the dystopian future presented in his books, you would have to

centralize wealth, power and control, which is precisely what the technocratic and transhumanist-

inspired globalist cabal have been doing. Their control grid is nearly complete.

One of the Mnal nails in our collective cofn will be the rollout of a global digital identity system, as

this will give them more or less total control over every human being on the planet. The World

Health Organization is working on one. The European Union just announced the rollout of digital

ID, and the U.K. government is drawing up legislation to make digital ID services more secure.

While sold as the ultimate in speed and convenience, digital ID “poses one of the gravest risks to

human rights of any technology that we have encountered.” The Expose warns:

“Ultimately, social credit systems, such as those that are currently being developed in

China, will be based on digital ID, thereby enabling or disabling our full and free

participation in society.

By developing facial recognition and AI and machine learning technologies in parallel with

systems for a Digital ID, we are not simply establishing an identity to access basic social

services. Digital IDs will become necessary to function in a connected digital world ...

Digital ID systems, as they are being developed today, are ripe for exploitation and abuse,

to the detriment of our freedoms and democracies. You may be thinking that this would

never happen in the West and it is only unique to China. But they already enforced it here

without you realizing it, through COVID-19 Vaccine Passports.

Mandatory COVID passports have almost nothing to do with public health and everything

to do with social control. Why? Because the COVID-19 injections do not prevent infection

or transmission ... Vaccine Passports make absolutely zero sense from a Public Health

perspective. But they make perfect sense for enforcing a Digital ID and Social Credit

system ...

You’ll have to use your Digital ID to buy certain things, be granted access to places, and

most probably to even access the mainstream internet. But, if you haven’t done what the

Government has decided makes you a ‘good citizen,’ and kept up a good social credit

score, you won’t be able to do any of those things.

Once Digital IDs have been normalized, they will be one of the greatest tools that

Governments have ever had in their arsenal to both control and manipulate the public and

remain in power, thanks to the huge amount of personal data they will generate.”

Decentralization Protects Freedom

If centralization is the prerequisite for Huxley’s dystopia, then decentralization is the way to

protect against it. Today, the wisdom of this is on full display. I believe decentralization of the

internet will be required to prevent censorship and manipulation in the future.

This means that websites and platforms are not stored in one central place that can easily be

controlled and manipulated but, rather, widely distributed to thousands, if not millions, of

computers all over the world. Because there is no central storage it can’t be removed.

Decentralized platforms allow the majority of power to reside with the individual. Technologies

that can be easily misused to control the public narrative must also remain largely decentralized,

so that no one person or agency ends up with too much power to manipulate and inYuence the

public. Our modern-day social media monopolies are a perfect example of what Huxley warned us

about.

The same goes for our food system and our economic institutions too. Today, we can see how the

role of the central bank (in the U.S. known as the Federal Reserve) — a privately-owned entity with

the power to break entire countries apart for proMt — is forcing us toward a new global economic

system that will impoverish and quite literally enslave everyone, with the exception of the cabal

members themselves.

Like the ruling pigs in “Animal Farm,” they may insist they’re “building back better” and working

toward a “fairer and more equitable” society, but if they get their way, they will be the only ones

dining on apples and milk in the farmhouse, while the rest of us own nothing and subsist on

rationed grubs.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,364 ratings

ORDER NOW
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While it does appear as if authoritarians are using Orwell's "1984" as a playbook I think this goes much further back in history. It can get
complex and dragged out for volumes. Just an abridged outline could go as follows: Malthus's essay, in 1798, on " Principle of Population"
stated populations grow exponentially while food production is linear. Darwin, in 1856 on "Originn of Species" in which the strongest survive
with natural selection is based on the Malthusian theory. Francis Galton, cousin of Darwin, in 1869, with "Hereditary Genius", said can
produce geniuses by inbreeding the upper classes through several generations.

Fabian Society, 1884, believed evolutionary socialism rather than revolution would collectively advance society. It now has remnants in the
UK Labor party. Thomas Henry Huxley, grandfather of Aldous Huxley and Julian Huxley, was a leading advocate of Darwin's theory. Aldous
Huxley, in 1931, wrote "Brave New World" which was a new age psychedelic drug lobbyist. Julian Huxley, UNESCO and other such
organizations, was an important strategist of the early 20th century eugenist movement.

George Orwell, 1948, wrote "1984". A title he came up with by reversing the year he wrote the novel. So what we have is not just one
playbook that the authoritarians are using but a series of "plans" to get us to where we are today. As a Mnal note my thoughts as to where
we are today go back to Francis Galton when laying out the blueprint in 1869 for creating an elite class of inbred "geniuses". They have
inbred and evolved into absolute psychopathic, narcissistic, morons without a clue as what to do next. This is a good thing as there are
millions, if not more, of us that know what to do next and want to live in peace.
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otis101 The most interesting aspect is the belief that the only source of intelligence is their own; which is classic feudalism, a belief
that they are the sole source of ability . . . for example; in ANY science. That tells us why we have been taught by rote; that any other
source of information must be viliMed. Their obvious disadvantage is the same belief; that no one can replace their intellect; that
they are the superior beings on the surface of the planet. We know full well otherwise. Now I must admire Dr. Mercola's excellent
team in Mnding the Neil Oliver monologue.

As a Brit, Neil Oliver is a classic example of a recognised intellect; someone long admired for his ability to present facts in a truly
meaningful manner. The words Neil Oliver spoke that really caught my attention were those about a recent turnout for Local
Elections of 12%. That statistic is a wide open door to an escape from the imposed falsehoods. It demonstrates total failure of their
false narrative. "They" cannot change their message; as their message is their entire foundation for their ongoing control. Food for
further thought.
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Chris, re the 12% turnout. This surely shows how sick and apathetic the public have become regarding the ever increasing negative
inYuence of self-serving politicians in our lives. I personally have voted for no-one now for many years; but I always spoil my ballot
paper by putting a big line across it and write none of them on it. There are countries that actually have a box at the bottom of the
ballot paper “none of the above”. If this box gained the most votes, maybe this corrupt system can be overturned and replaced by a
fairer model?
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ChrisColes, You can Mnd Neil Oliver's monologues every week at The Conservative Treehouse website. As you say, he is the voice of
reason and his interpretations are always over the target.
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Once again, I am reading the global news and trying to make sense of it all, esp. the direction the economy and food supply is heading. The
tragedy of so many men killed in battle. The lies told. The suffering of the innocent. My thoughts are wandering to my need to Mnish getting
gardens in with a lot of work still to be completed. Yet, today, I need to rest, though. How could the world be changed if there was no need
to Mnance a military and the manpower, equipment and tax dollars spent could be reappropriated to small scale farming and food security.
Not just feeding a man a Msh, but teaching him to garden and providing public spaces to do so for those who do not own land.

insuring that all who were willing to work created full pantries. Food independence taught in schools? What if govt right-of-ways were used
for garden space? I suspect attorneys could already advise on tax write-offs for corporations who make land avail for community gardens.
Where are the churches that own land--are they stepping up to provide garden plots? There are so many ways landowners could contribute.
This is what should be done and seen as an opportunity for people to feed themselves. However, it is not the way things are. People have
been trained for dependency. Many will not get out of bed in the morning if it means waking up early and doing physical labor.

They will not accept food that has a blemish or is not ready-to-eat or reheat. They are unwilling to change their lives or thinking. Just last
night, I told a woman there will be food shortages and high prices. You could see that it was the Mrst time she really understood and there
was a look of fear in her eyes. For many, it will be too late to help themselves when their cupboards are bare and no more food banks or
govt assistance. Those of us taking care of ourselves are already working extra hard and have all we can do in a year like this to take care
of our own households.
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And when the shortage comes, they will demand we give our hard earned food to them. They still will not admit that they are not
entitled to all they want. Will demand we cook the eggs, peel them and make the egg salad for them to eat, not just give them a
dozen eggs they can cook for themselves. As for blemished ood, cut out the bad and eat the good!  They want health, but still want a
king sized burger, fries and soda, not organic, grassfed in proper porportions. Since going organic, keto, I Mnd I get by on a lot les
food than before. I simply am not hungry. I have lost weight so now my body feels better. BUT, I had to give up sugar, high carbs, fast
food and processed already prepared foods from the stores. You do not get anything for free! It requires effort, energy to survive and
common sense, responsibility for our own actions, words.
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Have Authoritarians Used ‘1984’ as a Handbook?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

“Science” has been used to strip us of medical rights and personal freedoms for the last two years. Now, “science” is touted as the justiMcation

for not eating real beef and getting used to insects and lab-grown protein alternatives instead. “Science” is also being weaponized to cajole us

into accepting rolling blackouts and energy deprivation

)

Mirroring George Orwell’s dystopian novel, “1984,” the Biden administration has been telling us the economy is good, the GDP is strong and

inYation is transitory, even though data clearly tell a different story

)

Biden has even insisted that borrowing (read: printing) more money will reduce prices while not affecting the value of the dollar. It’s basic

economics that increasing money supply results in inYation, but even inYation is being redeMned at whim

)

At the end of April 2022, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security even created an actual “ministry of truth,” the Disinformation Governance

Board, in blatant violation of the First Amendment. Government has basically “memory-holed” the Constitution and pretends it doesn’t exist,

hoping you’ll pretend along with them

)

Is government gaslighting the public? Gaslighting is a form of emotional manipulation and abuse where the abuser creates a false narrative

and makes the victim question their sanity. Rewriting history is a key hallmark, as is refuting what is obvious fact

)
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Dordee and all... www.youtube.com/watch  I become less optimistic about society by the day, even by the minute some days. it has
bee my observation that ony 5% of people have the conMdence to stand alone and make the right decisions when it is contrary to
group think. (Hello, Mercolians!) In a situation where there is pushback and challenges, it may be as few as only 1-2% who have a
true survivor mentality. Lots of people have p*ss-poor-priorities. They cannot differentiate wants from needs. They are very selMsh
and believe the world will cater to their wants and emotional fragilities.

Real life does not work that way. People who have been coddles all their lives will Younder when they realize no one recognizes their
participation trophies. Many are youngsters who have never learned to work. Some are elders who spent a lifetime of avoiding as
much work as possible and making excuses to justify seeking immed gratiMcation, such as expensive foreign vacations and later
lacking money for necessities. Read more and proceed to the next chapter to Mnd out what happens next. To be continued...
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-continued- Experts tell us breakfast is the most important meal of the day. Also, it is kind of depressing not to have food to eat to
start the day. Have you thought about what you will eat for breakfast if there are food shortages? What will you be able to afford as
shoppers compete on higher prices for increasing shortages of food. Already, more Melds are not being planted and farmers have
slaughtered herds becuase there is no proMt and many extra expenses. Avian Flu means there will be shortages of eggs unless you
raise your own poultry and have a way to feed them. Porcine Flu means shortages of bacon and sausage.

I have never seen so many rotten potatoes in supermarkets. Nova Scotia is no longer exporting potatoes due to disease. There go
your hash browns. There are global shortages of wheat. Even if you had butter you may not have toast or pancakes. Shortages of
wheat and corn will put pressure on other grain markets. Oats and other grains are insufcient to Ml the gap. There will be less
livestock and poultry feed. That means less eggs, dairy, meat. Rice is already in short supply. I have repeatedly predicted fruit
shortages so you may not have juice or fruit for breakfast, either.

I recently heard about tightened govt regulation affecting many east Coast Mshermen, so fewer boats are able to leave port. In
addition to the already high cost of diesel. it will go higher. If much of the nation experiences the predicted drought--along with late
planting--there will be poor harvests. Not to mention shortages of labor (esp. butchers!), equipment, repair parts, water, fertilizer,
fuel, food packaging containers. Delivery problems. Higher taxes. Before it is all done, will you have water and some form of energy
to even cook your breakfast?
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond- I am envious of people with land to be able to grow their own. I have a very tiny garden and a little greenhouse. I grow
tomatoes, broccoli spears, leeks, cucumber, lettuce and potatoes in bags at the back of my tiny greenhouse, but not enough to
survive the whole season never mind a whole year. We don't get much sun so the crops are not glorious. I have dried goods in my
cupboards lentils, rice, pasta etc and many dried herbs but honestly I don't know anyone else who have gardens that try to grow
food. Their gardens are also small and all with Yowers. This is how it is, living in a suburb of a large city in the UK. I'm not rich
enough to buy land at vast prices way beyond my reach.
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MoMac and all... When younger, we moved often. During one decade we moved every year. It was not possible to have continuity in
gardening. I kept many of my favorite plants in pots and with each move, we would rent a U-haul truck and add the plants to other
items. We struggled during those years. One year, we wandered the neighborhood until we found a house with a garden that had
been neglected for several years. We agreed to till and plant it if we could keep half for ourselves. Then, the greedy owner refused to
let us use her water, so we had to carry water in 5-gallon buckets until a compassionate neighbor let us run a hose over from his
house. (Water was not so expensive in those days.)

The year we participated in the community garden, we had to Mrst shovel the gravel off a parking lot before we could mulch and plant
it! (rock hard clay) Then, there was the year, we only had a patio garden... before that was even a thing. We were unaware of things
like vertical gardening, etc. We just hauled lots of large pots and buckets onto our patio and planted them. I suppose we could have
done better with planning. But, we got by with what we harvested and carried over from the previous year. Hubby says, "When you
have it, put it up as next year there may not be any." Many times, that has proven to be good advice.

Our Mrst year of marriage, we swapped a month's rent for putting in a lawn and landscaping. It was a bargain because there was
almost no front yard except the driveway and a dirt corridor with a 10' deep backyard. We were only able to put in a 10' x 10' garden.
It was a good growing year. We grew more per square foot in that garden by accident than we ever grew anywhere else on purpose.
Between that small garden, foraging, gleaning, Mshing and meat from brothers, I canned 500 jars of food and Mlled a 32 cu. ft. freezer
that year. Presently, we are still in the process of converting wilderness land to garden, with the ever-present weeds.
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Maybe you can't do everything. But ask yourself... are you better off doing what you can or doing nothing? There is so much denial
going around... whether about the vaxine or impending food shortages. I cannot believe how uninformed and close-minded many
people still are to hearing the truth and looking out for themselves. This craziness has gone on for too long. Even with just the
informed minority, I do not know how much more people will tolerate. Something has to change. I think we are already seeing a
pushback--whether the student protests in China or homeowners armed against home invasions in the US. Still, many people cannot
see the direction the dominos will fall.
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MoMac and all... Do not forget the importance of good fats and oils in your diet. I tend to avoid plastic, even though it is
unbreakable. The possibility of leaking concerns me and I do not believe it has the same shelf-life as dark glass. I Mnd the taste of
ghee disgusting. I also have some lovely home-rendered lard frozen. It is of exceptional quality and comparable to butter. However, it
must be properly rendered, never raising heat above 200F. Nuts and seeds are another good source of fats, but they must be
vacuum-sealed or will dry out. An avocado tree is not a practical option for us. Also, store some "instant" beverages such as
vacuum-sealed tea and coffee. You can also roast beans to create a coffee substitute.
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Lee1959
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Economics 101: Don't spend more than you have. The only "loan" we have ever taken out was for our house. Then we got an inheritance.
While hubby's brother spent his on boats, eating out every night, and an affair, we took our windfall and paid off our mortgage. In our latter
30's. That set us for life. I am not a debt person. It makes me feel beholden to the powers that be and I don't like that feeling.
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If only a voting majority were like you! Unfortunately not. Think of any other trait necessary to a high-functioning society and the
same is true - it's only found in a minority. As I've gotten older, and Mnally downright old, I've Mnally had to see what's been obvious all
along - the past few hundred years of freedom, decency, and dignity in the western democracies are an anomaly and inevitably
ending. 99% of people who ever walked the earth have lived in the crud holes they deserve. What other conclusion is there if you're
being honest?
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AMEN
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM
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Past time to label Joe what he is. Joe the PINO.  Joe the President in Name Only.  The real need is to identify the Humbugs behind the
curtain or, if you prefer, who's pulling his strings. While Joe's sashaying around Asia, wife and daughter depart for South America on the
taxpayer's nickel. Who wants to see them?  Corruption has many facets.
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Polticians and celebrities, who realy cares what they are doing, who they marry, divorce. Getting tired of mainstream pushing them
down our throats. So they suffer a disease, so do many of us peasants, but do we see it in the news when John Doe gets sick? They
are part of the elite so of course, we should want to know what happens to them more than ourselves. And of course, when they
travel, we also pay for security, etc. to travel with them. Now Pelosi is suing for the Pope to be removed because he dared deny her.
WHO DOES SHE THINK SHE IS THAT SHE DESERVES SPECIAL CONSIDERATION? iF cHRIST RETURNS, WILL SHE SUE HIM BECAUSE
HE DARES TO JUDGE HER??
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Also reminds me of the covid "vaccines" which are not vaccines by any stretch of the imagination. The CDC simply changed the deMnition
of vaccine to match the product that they were pushing on everyone - products that are dangerous & downright deadly, became "safe &
effective". In fact, everywhere you turn, objective reality & the truth have been turned inside-out & upside down.
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MarkPitt
Joined On 4/1/2009 6:17:42 AM
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I've gone back to using all cash, even when making local purchases for my company. I simply get cash out of my company account and
record it as petty cash. I moved to a local credit union, with only 4 branches, over 10 years ago when I smelled all this coming. They'll get
their "digital currency" and spending control/tracking eventually, but we must make it a very challenging and slow process before, "I own
nothing and Klaus Schwab is Happy!"
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Gates & friends push the notion of overpopulation. There's going to be a population crash across the globe. It's pointed out in some
sources, South Korea for example will have a drop to 6% of its current population - & 60% of the remaining population will be 60 or older.
China with the repercussions of it's one child policy, similar. Also, we have many low tech, people powered strategy's to green the many
deserts created by the Parasitic Predator$ in the ancient past. Relics of those empires can be found all over the place & more are being
found at the time. People didn't live there because it was a desert hellhole. The hellhole was created by sucking each & every last drop of
life out of the area by policies of Parasitic Predator$, & then Superior Predator$ just move on to the next series of victims.

Parasitic Predator$ create then nourish & nurture scarcity, poverty & misery for Power & Control. Local, local, local, as individuals, families,
neighbors we have and can Mnd more ways to Heal & Not Steal. It's also pretty well seen if a population can hit a certain level of real
prosperity, populations stabilize. But, when Predator$ destroy living space, destroy the rural & herd populations into the cities, the
concentration of human negatives throw fuel on an unnecessary wildMre of misery, poverty & fear created by psychopathic Predator
narcissists.
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Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM
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The Poem Ozymandius by Percy Byche Shelley comes to mind. Ozymandius was one of the predators. It was always thus.
Ozymandias Percy Bysshe Shelley - 1792-1822 I met a traveller from an antique land Who said: "Two vast and trunkless legs of
stone Stand in the desert . . . Near them, on the sand, Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown, And wrinkled lip, and sneer of
cold command, Tell that its sculptor well those passions read Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things, The hand that
mocked them, and the heart that fed: And on the pedestal these words appear: 'My name is Ozymandias, king of kings: Look on my
works, ye Mighty, and despair!' Nothing beside remains. Round the decay Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare The lone and
level sands stretch far away."
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Dordee
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Once again, well said in few words. To the point!
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Uncle Joe makes a brainless, wooden marionette look brilliant.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mr. Potato Head.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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www.lewrockwell.com/2022/05/no_author/what-really-really-hurts/
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Capt'n, for your common sense review! Remember Bill Clinton mouthing the words "Its the Economy Stupid?" - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -- - - - - - - For whatever reason, cannot Mnd a good historical reference for being in this place before...Death of Tutenkamun?
the fall of Rome? The fall of the Ottoman Empire? Battle of Hastings leading to the Magna Carta? Genghis Kahn invading China?
Here's a recent interview by Maria Zee asking Martin Armstrong what's ahead for the world. its fairly riveting: "Food shortages,
economic collapse, the failing Great Reset & how to prepare" - - www.bitchute.com/.../qE44AScGS6f6     And not to hammer this
home too hard, here's Zero Hedge posting an interview on printing and spending funny Mat money ad inMnitum. - Peter Schiff: It's Not
Putin, Or The Pandemic...It's The Fed! - www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-not-putin-or-pandemicits-fe..
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM
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Powerful and incisive, Randall. They have played us long enough. I like your idea of news fasting! It's like cutting through the disease!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Capt. Lots of good stuff. It is the bottom of the ninth. We the People of the Planet vs Deep State controlled Main Stream
Media. Score DSMSM 7, WPP 4. Two outs. Bases loaded. Batter up WPP.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Orwell's "1984" does look like what the leftist socialist globalist Democrats are trying to do to us today. With Covid-19, vaccine mandates,
mask mandates, government shutdowns, and taking our Mrst and 2nd Amendment rights looks like we already there. We need to take these
freedom haters out of ofce and replace them with those who have our best interest at heart.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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The solution is more complicated than just replacing people in ofce. I recommend Glenn Beck's book for details to how this
multi-headed totalitarian system functions.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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You're both right, jwyoung and rensmith. We'd be inMnitely better off with people like Rand Paul, Ron Johnson, and DeSantis in all the
top elected posts. But, that would still leave every other institution controlled by insidious evil - academia, entertainment, msm,
medical establishment, the rest of the corporatocracy. And it would still leave us with a voting public that still gives Biden a 40%
approval rating, and voted 60% to retain Newsome (granted that was California, but those are Americans too). We voted for Obama
who anyone could see hated America and wanted to fundamentally change the greatest society ever, and Biden and the rest (yes it
was stolen but it shouldn't have been close enough to steal) whose policies anyone could see would bring the collapse they've
brought on.

And it would still leave standing the international cabal we see at Davos, WEF, etc. I'm left with the unpleasant conclusion our only
hope is Geert VB is right and the jabbed are culled. Which would also be horrible but at least there would be a possible safe landing
for decency and freedom. Otherwise, history will repeat as it always does with our decadence leading to collapse and generations of
darkness before humanity regains its senses out of necessity.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Here is some good news. leohohmann.com/2022/05/26/12-of-bidens-13-amendments-to-strengthen-wor..  .~ $ * $ * $ ~ . Scientists
Reveal Government Is the Leading Source of COVID Misinformation. “The government spent close to $5 trillion Mghting COVID-19, but still
can’t provide Hoosiers with an accurate number of deaths or hospitalizations from COVID-19,” Rokita said in a press release.
headlineusa.com/scientists-reveal-govt-is-the-leading-source-of-covid-..   The article doesn't explain how the $5 trillion was spent. Does
anybody knows this number is correct? How can it be so high? Where did our taxdollars go to?
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Hi Pete, the article also says: "But this may only amount to a temporary reprieve."
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Good remark, Otis, but that buys us some time to build resistance. This makes clear that Biden wants to sell us out to the World Evil
Forum, and Billy boy Gates. B.T.W., when do you sleep, or was your big toe hurting again?
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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If the memory is working, it happened right out of the gate. The Federal Reserve & as the article points out, is neither Federal or has
much or any reserves, gave themselves Mve trillion in milk & apples...ummm, oops, in $$$. Going back to the Bank meltdown of
08'supposedly to avoid a meltdown of the banking system. To create a "soft landing," meaning the 1% get lots of milk & apples, the
99% gets the end result of their feast. Right, Left & In between the public outcry was enormous. It was often pointed out if instead
every taxpayer were just given $100,000 each would have been pennies in comparison.

So, while we were looking at that, we didn't see this; They changed the laws so if shucky darn something like this might happen in
the future they could just write themselves more blank checks. With the new laws in place & we, the 99% fed the fear porn of
emanate death didn't realize the new law & Mve trillion went to the Central Banks right out of the gates again supposedly to keep the
Mnancial system intact so they can keep eating milk & apples, & maybe we, the 99%, might get the end results of their orgy feast.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Never forget; that is the taxpayer' money - Redistribution of Wealth!
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM
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That's my State of Indiana AG - go Todd (Rokita)!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete - the development and rollout of the shots and all the tv advertising was quite pricey. Not sure if it is 5 Trillion or possibly more.
It can never be repaid, every country that bought into the vaxxn mRNA genetic therapies are all staring down Sovereign debt like no
one's business! ONLY Sweden is coming out smelling like a rose, with their economy somewhat intact.
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kev8395
Joined On 7/4/2013 5:50:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

$5 trillion is an awful lot of money, even if it is printed out of thin air Mat money. When we consider that the entire 20 year
Afghanistan Masco was about $20 trillion, it is hard to see where this money has gone and truth is we will never know, just like the
billions sent to "Ukraine", half of it has probably already wound its way back to US politicians. Ofcially I would say they will explain
that it involves payments to businesses in Gov bailouts and other compensations along with the criminal payments of 1000's of
hospitals for their reward for killing people they put on ventilators.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Posted a recent Martin Armstrong interview today, under Forbidden Healing, suggest you may want to listen, near the end he gives
an approx timeframe for rebuilding govt economies.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our $$ went to Mll the purses of big pharma, politicians, bankers, etc. Al that money and nothing accomplished, just misery for the
masses. Of course, that is their intention.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where did the almost $5 trillion go. Here is a fairly accurate breakdown as of March 2022. MSM but the only source I could Mnd.
Scroll down for more detail. www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/03/11/us/how-covid-stimulus-money-was..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete - you asked when do I sleep and was my big toe hurting again. I usually sleep midnight to 8 am PST. The times listed by
commenters are CST I think which is 2 hrs earlier for me. So my comment says 2:28 am is 12:28 my time. My big toe hurts but
doesn't always keep me awake. Thanks for asking. Toe relief suggestions came from comments by "Veraromo", prolotherapy (Dr
Ross Hauser) & castor oil packs. "D. Copeland", oregano oil. "Pete Smith", stop alcohol (did that 4 years ago), could be diabetes
(years of blood work show no pre-diabetic or diabetes).
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Otis for the link to explain the $5 trillion spending of tax money. How many billions went to Bill Gates who pay no taxes
because of his foundations? So Covid-19 is really expensive bio-weapon research. It seems that the World Evil Forum will be right,
about "you will own nothing", except debt. Surely next plandemics will follow until the US will be bankrupt.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete - there is a lot of detail as to where the $5 trillion went but I would like to see more detail of the listed detail. Here in the state of
California the EDD (Employment Development Department) paid more than $20 billion to scammers with fake IDs. They paid out
quickly before any research. Now they are going after the innocents that had their IDs stolen. Case in point. An employee at Stanford
University whose ID was stolen and used to acquire $16,000 in fraudulent unemployment claims. EDD has demanded she repay what
the fraudster got and even grabbed her income tax refund.

She called EDD and they ask for proof of her job and her ID. They then used this information to garnish her wages. She contacted a
local news program and with their help and her State Senator she Mnally got her money back. Just telling this story to show the
massive incompetents in distributing $5 trillion. I think it is called "helicopter money" cause it is like tossing it from a helicopter and
the rotating blades spread the money far and wide. I got $1,400 in free money but have no idea how many billions Bill Gates
received. abc7news.com/california-unemployment-edd-fraud-scam-stolen-identity/11..
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good luck getting cameras into my 200 acres. We will Mght back.
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mercolizing
Joined On 3/4/2013 12:45:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I also would reccomend everyone read Atlas Shrugged. The book takes the democrat idea of state owned and really shows what happens.
These two books together paint the whole picture.
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Katy69
Joined On 1/7/2013 12:54:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is it just me, or does it feel like someone out there is using Orwell’s work, not as a warning, but as an owner’s manual?” asks GBNews host
Neil Oliver. No, Neil, the idea using the same words has been expressed many times on mercola.com comments but welcome to our world
of truth seeking and plain speaking. Recalls an occasion when a professor of orthodox medicine invited to a natural health conference
lectured us on some basic biochemistry about calcium and its co factors, something the medical profession had been ignoring for decades.
He was not invited back for some reason. To put it politely, I don’t think Oliver is held in quite the same esteem in the UK, as his international
audience think.

Eggs, grannies, bandwagons, pot and kettles keep springing to mind. But we must stick together against the globalism and keep to the
topic in question. Now, about the current fashion for full beard growth amongst men in the public eye. Is this to remind us of their
masculinity, or is it an attempt to hide that what they are saying might not be worth listening to ? A bit like persistent face coverings after
two years brainwashing - are people now hiding behind their masks - too ashamed to admit they’ve been conned? Back to 1984 and
“emotional manipulation and abuse where the abuser creates a false narrative and step by step makes the victim question their sanity.”

the following report melts in nicely with transgenderism, climate change and men having babies and how all except rich eugenists must
volunteer to relieve the planet of the burden of looking after them. I’m sure Liz Battenberg at 99 years and family members will welcome the
idea with open arms. Should this be reported as incitement to hatred?
principia-scientiMc.com/wef-suggests-seniors-euthanise-themselves-for..  . Editor’s note: most of those advocating population reduction
and euthanasia for older people are older people themselves, but we never see them setting a good example.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I also don't see a good example for abortion rights. The people who advocate for abortion are already born . . .
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

None of seniors here say that! Only God determines if i live or die. So far He has stepped in when in accident, car demoolished, I had
bruises, lost my glasses, lymphoma in 2000. drs said would die in 3 months, I am still here! Heart surgery, 2 falls, still here and not
ready to go until I am called home. Now 81.
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mickermo
Joined On 5/4/2009 10:35:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"1984"! If it looks like, feels like, acts like and stinks like, seems like it is! Not a good thing!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listening to SCI channel ancient Egyption mysteries. Seems this inbreeding goes back to pharoahs. I suspect it has been going on from the
beginning of mankind, people struggling for control of their world. It is basic human, striving for power, wealth, control of others. We ARE IT
SEEMS, OUR OWN WORST ENEMY.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reminds me of the "For The People Act" that this administration would love to pass. In effect, it is anything but. Cheating & re-writing the
rules of election are not intended to beneMt the citizens of this country. Quite the opposite.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Or Mght to survive outside their system. I have decided I won't be part of it. I will die Mrst. Not hyperbole.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many say this. We'll see how many live up to it.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same here.
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reg5821
Joined On 8/11/2019 12:13:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

George Orwell was a pen name. Eric Blair was part of the elite. He died under mysterious circumstances trying to warn the general public of
what was coming, what is now here.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/28/2022 6:41:19 AM
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Reg, George Orwell died of tuberculosis. I'm curious because I've never heard a hint of his being killed. Do you have any evidence
that suggest he was? Please share if so. I'm trying to keep the stories straight in my mind . . . :) Thanks!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.newshouse.org/believe-the-government-not-professionals-the-califor..  By govt mandate, doctors must now lie.
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TellTheTruth_2
Joined On 8/26/2021 2:27:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a theory George Orwell transposed 1948 to 1984 on purpose to show us what the state born in that year would bring us.
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anthony.aaron47
Joined On 10/20/2021 12:55:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cynthia Chung has numerous articles discussing, among other things, the fascism that has overtaken the West  Start with this article --
cynthiachung.substack.com/p/the-great-reset-how-a-managerial?s=r  Also see many more of her posts here
cynthiachung.substack.com/archive  She's also a major contributor at strategic-culture.orgwhen the censors will let US through
 www.strategic-culture.org/.../cynthia-chung  and she's also a major contributor at the canadianpatriot.org web site
https://canadianpatriot.org
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.hr7.co.za/.../aldous-huxley-1894-1963  more of Huxley....humm......
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Feebs17
Joined On 8/13/2006 1:54:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oliver should have guessed the reason for low turnout and apathy. Nothing we ever do is enough, and we know our government isn't going
to do anything about it. What we need is a evolutionray, and nothing will get done until then.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Re: Moderna's covid "vaccines"...needtoknow.news/2022/05/nobody-wants-them-moderna-throwing-out-30-mill..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Serious push-back from the NYTimes, just came out in their weekend Magazine section, Flak? Yying over several targets? Getting everyone
prepped for the latest monkeypox - covid-19 combined shot? The Anti-Vaccine Movement’s New Frontier
www.nytimes.com/.../anti-vaccine-movement.html  - see what you think, how easy it is to present an inversion of information? case in
point? 30k people attended the Wash DC rally that cold day in January 2022. A good example of media using a single point, honing in on it
to effect human behavior, like Aldus Huxley was portending in the above article.
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Unvaxxed2
Joined On 5/5/2021 5:44:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just saw this so thought I would share: www.theepochtimes.com/over-10000-covid-19-claims-removed-from-vaers-50..
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SylviaSylviaSylvia
Joined On 5/21/2022 9:26:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So awful! Any recommendations for a bank or credit card to switch to without all of the data sharing?
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://www.coign.com   There is a waiting list to get it.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SylviaSylviaSylvia and also Alldogsgotoheaven You are both incorrect in believing that ANY form of credit card will become your
salvation. The very Mrst thing everyone must do to free yourselves is to stop borrowing money. Go get yourselves a Debit Card. 19
years ago I was as close to bankrupt as one may imagine; up to my proverbial eyes in debt. My salvation was by pure chance, I was
given a debit card, so in all circumstances, I could not spend more that I had in income. That single thing saved my life. The very Mrst
action to take towards freedom is to stop borrowing money. Period!
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its called cash! And buy local.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, read this article from May 25: "Proton Is Trying to Become Google—Without Your Data" The encrypted-email company, popular
with security-conscious users, has a plan to go mainstream. - - www.wired.com/.../proton-mail-calendar-drive-vpn  - offering a free
vpn service!
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have some issues with counterpropaganda references to texts such as 1984 and Brave New World. The repetition of these themes only
serves to reenforce public acquiescence, as if public debate is futile and the game has already ended. Plus: Younger generations don't read
"ancient" texts such as these. They're caught up in their up-to-the-minute digital binky systems, and thus remain completely ignorant of
history. No technocratic agendas can succeed without the implied consent of civil populations. They continue to embrace military thugs, a
corrupted legal system, and an increasingly violent police state. Where do the functional operatives originate? They don't magically
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corrupted legal system, and an increasingly violent police state. Where do the functional operatives originate? They don't magically
materialize from dusty textbooks...
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Paul, I think you're asking where effective resistance lies and it's a great question. I think it's a matter of personal integrity to see
what we can do, irrespective of knowing the outcome. Integrity in the dark which to me means trust in a greater order that is too big
for an individual to see. But I've learned enough to start to trust it anyway.
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Using talk about a disease to control people is more like "V for Vendetta."
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lif8151
Joined On 3/20/2016 4:06:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola please talk about how you are going to deal with vaccine passports, Digital ID's and Social credit scores. Are you ever going to
have to succumb to getting vaccinated. How do you plan to move around the planet if you dont? Please elaborate. I thank you in advance.
Sandi B.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no man deceive you. For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and
shall deceive many. And ye shall hear of wars and rumours of wars: see that ye be not troubled: for all these things must come to pass, but
the end is not yet. For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and there shall be famines, and pestilences, and
earthquakes, in divers places. All these are the beginning of sorrows. Matthew 24:4-8
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Nadine17
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:38:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only handbook we need is the bible. www.bitchute.com/.../4go48X5kffXM
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LydiaJean
Joined On 3/2/2020 12:21:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remembering Guillermou! Thanks everyone for all the great comments each day, y’all are an amazingly smart group of folks. BUT, I’ll be
honest, I really miss Stanley Becker (aka: “Guillermou“). He never ceased to amaze me and I always learned a lot from him. It makes me
sad to know that his wealth of knowledge and the gift of knowing how to share it along with his ability to conMrm its truth and accuracy with
links to articles has been lost to this group forever!
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garyha_
Joined On 3/18/2022 3:40:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you spot what's missing in Neil's commentary? The elite's true motives. Almost all animals on the farm are completely oblivious to it.
But I'm a rare bird, I Yew way up high, gathering lots of information so I see it. And I drop in occasionally to let you know but in my
experience none of you ever listen because you just want to moo and baa your displeasure at our keepers. Elites have a perfectly logical
and rational motive to get you to reduce consumption and baby count. Trying to save earth from our sex drives. We eat 11 million pounds of
food per MINUTE, poop 10.3 million pounds of it, growing at 217,000+ new eaters/consumers per day, with 55,000 ships at sea this very
second trying to keep up, hauling fuel, food, new phones, vehicles, tv's, chemicals for factories like the 20,000 plastic bottles per SECOND
being made.

Did you think mines on earth are inMnite? Let me ask you this: Which forest shall we burn next to make room for the needed ever-expanding
farmlands to keep everybody fed? The last one was 25,000 square miles of habitat in Indonesia for a palm oil plantation due to heavy
worldwide demand. They always tell us what they're doing. And nobody seems to notice, nobody seems to care: Amazon's 2020 remake of
Utopia: www.bitchute.com/.../N4kBJLjiBUjh  Connect that with Pzp & Gonacon sterilization agents for mammals slipped into the vax lipids
with the above motive and you have it.

Hardly any views, almost no likes. And you are one of the extraordinarily intelligent ones having read this far, but you are too busy to click or
comment. What if I think earth can handle 50 billion people instead of the current 8 billion? Will you still attack me? Or will you intelligently
say to yourself, oh my God, what matters is not what this bird says but what our keepers think?
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Hi Garyha, you get a comment now. You have some good points, but you also "boo and baa" your displeasure at us. It doesn't help to
sell your story. Because like you said, you drop in occasionally, you may have missed that in the past I warned several times about
palm oil in these comments, and got positive reactions like from Gui, who agreed in this. I even have put it in capital letters, but I
repeat this now for you: * * * SAVE THE PLANET * * * SAVE YOU LIFE * * * Yes, Soy and Palm-oil plantations destroy rain-forests and
its habitats. The supermarkets are full of palm-oil products. To stop that you better provide people with a list of those products, and
explain the harm, so they can boycott those products, which will also create more awareness to safe the planet from destruction.

Avoiding palm oil will also safe lives, because there are so many food products with palm-oil. And palmitate is a harmful saturated
fat in palm oil that (indirectly) damage the beta-cells in the pancreas that produce insulin, so you get less insulin, meaning diabetes.
Because palm oil does that, avoiding it may save you life. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/27455558  2016 or see this video
www.youtube.com/watch  Uric Acid is another important factor to get diabetes (insulin resistance) and is connected with many
diseases.

Garyha, why you don't warn about the EU "Green deal", that promotes woodcutting at a large scale to be burned in biomass power
plants? You claim to know the elite's true motives, but how can you be sure about it? I see completely different motives. And it is not
only about their motives, but their evil ways/plans to control us, like mandatory harmful vaccinations, censorship, brainwashing,
making us poor, social credit system, etc. WEF elite Bill Gates promotes GMO (think pesticides) worldwide, harming nature * * * So
Garyha, keep up the good works like the Mght against the evil palm-oil, but please use different methods for persuasion.
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smi7896
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Garyha, I actually couldn't agree more. Way too many people on our poor earth. I've said so before on this post and got relegated to
the back of the line. People assume I want to kill off other people. Not even close. I just have hoped we could make easing the
burden of extreme population for our poor earth more in people's minds. Even something as simple as tax breaks for smaller
families, or other economic advantages for deeper concerns for our planet. Or higher taxes for anything over 2.5 children per
household and ending increasing welfare and food stamps just because you have 6 babies and no job. If it were up to me, these new
controls would become mainstream.
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You seem to suggest that 50 billion repetitive failures are a positive goal. The Earth is being murdered. It's convenient - until it's not...
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See, garyha, I'm an evil man. So are you for your comment about the 50 million failures? Logic has evaporated from almost all levels
of society. Poor us...
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Gary, Here is another comment. The issues you raise about food, chemicals, plastic bottles, phones, smart tvs, forests being burned
for "farmland" and palm oils are valid; however, you have failed to recognize that it is those elites who have created those very
issues. They created the problem and now claim THEY have the solution? Those "farmland[s]" are not growing food, they are growing
crap. The elites are forcing the farmers to grow monocrops that erode the soils, remove the minerals and carbon from the soils,
eliminate soil diversity, destroy the watershed/environment/animals/insects through the use of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers
AND those plants are not even food.

They are soy, canola (rapeseed), corn and bastardized versions of wheat. None of which should be consumed by anyone. The elites
have also used propaganda to push the ideas to the lower classes that they need all of the things you list above just so THEY can
make more $$. Our "keepers" with their hubris are now telling us what needs to be done to save our planet and they sit back while
the rest of us attack each other over these and other issues.

Divide and conquer. That is in their playbook. United we stand and divided we fall. We need to stay united. A very large majority of us
on here recognize their tactics and see beyond their "saving the planet" rhetoric. Yes, we might "moo" and "baa." We are venting and
that is okay. I Mnd if I vent my frustrations I am able to think clearer, as I am no longer holding that stress in my mind and body.

Furthermore, we are a group of people who each have his or her own knowledge base, strengths and ideas and we share this with
each other. This allows each of us on here to learn & grow. So, if we "moo" and "baa" once in awhile, it is forgiven and understood.
Just be grateful you have a platform where you can type your thoughts and opinions and not be censored. We all might not agree
100% of the time, but that is great. It is part of the growth process.
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Smi, so you are all for MORE government regulation.
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I understand their motives and our lack of action, but we are few and they are many who follow as sheep to the slaughter. I have lost
friends because i dared to call Gates evil. He who has done so much for mankind, how dare I? So, i shake the dust of them from my
feet, place my trust in God to return. In the meantime, I grow what i can, buy only from farmers who grow grassfed meats, chickens
and eggs from family farms who free range, eat organic. That is my rebellion, not believing their lies about safety of vaccines,
processed foods, chemicals. I deMed them by living after they told me I would diefrom terminal lymphoma in 3 months in 2000. Dr
had to admit maybe God had something planned for me. If it comes to rebellion, at 81 i cannot Mre guns, but can reload them and
feed the Mghters.

No mines are not inMnite, nor or forests. Another way to take action is to demand less of what we want, only use what we need. Do
we really need bigger, faster, meaner cars and trucks? No. My neighbor and his 3 boys all have old trucks, cars, pre 1980, vehicles
they can repair themselves. They bought old junkers, stripped them and rebuilt, painted them. My van is 2002 Astro. I keep her in
case have to bug out. Large enough to provide shelter if need be. It is hard to Mght those in power when you are only 1, maybe 10.
This forum gives us an opportunity to build a force large, strong enough to Mght back effectively. Man is basically weak, cowardly,
need others to be strong with us.
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Brian, if it wasn't for gov regulations, at least a little, neither of us would probably be alive.
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